Cloud Optimization
Continuously Enhance and Govern
Your Cloud

HIGHLIGHTS
Solutions:
 Cloud Optimization Services – Keep
tabs on every aspect of your cloud
and decide which optimizations will
improve security, governance, business
outcomes, and lower costs

Even within the same organization, nearly every cloud is, by design, different.
That makes cloud operations a challenge to contain costs, improve performance,
and maintain security and compliance. And incremental changes add up over
time, further complicating any effort to keep your cloud environment optimized.
Costs can escalate. Performance can degrade. Security vulnerabilities can creep
into the environment.

Platform:

Plus, cloud technology changes rapidly. The cloud you deployed last year may
not have the timesaving, performance-enhancing features for your business you
could benefit from today, or the new technical designs and configurations that
would streamline management.

 CloudForte® Navigator™ – Be sure your
cloud is at the top of its game with
periodic examinations of your current
infrastructure and decide where you can
make improvements

With Unisys Optimization services, you can slash manual tasks and improve
governance through automation and manage and minimize risk. Quickly discover
over-provisioned and abandoned resources. Reallocate management dollars to agile
development. And most importantly, safely and securely accelerate development
and new projects to stay competitive.

 CloudForte Assure™ – Use on-demand
analysis to determine how compliant and
regulatory-ready your current systems are
and how to remediate any flaws
 CloudForte Accelerators – Build security
and compliance-ready templates for fast
deployment of resources when needed
 CloudForte AIOPs – Gain visibility and
push time-consuming, manual tasks
to automated systems and free up
resources

Keep your organization
performing at its best.
Continuous cloud check-ups identify
opportunities to save money and time
while enhancing security and maturing the governance
of your environment.

How You Benefit

WHY UNISYS?
Unisys has decades of experience managing and
modernizing IT environments just like yours. From a
thorough analysis of current systems and dependencies
to modernizing and improving business outcomes,
Unisys can keep your cloud optimized.

Adding, upgrading,
integrating, and
removing applications
and components can
introduce lag into your cloud environment.
Therefore, optimizing cloud investments
requires regularly reviewing and fine-tuning
your environment to ensure it operates at
peak efficiency.

Stay ahead of the competition – by design. Keep your cloud
options poised for evolutionary change. We can help by optimizing
your system performance, lowering costs, governing your security
posture, and assessing which options give you the greatest
flexibility. With continual improvement and evolution, cost savings,
and fully optimized systems, you’ll see a quantifiable, competitive
advantage. This new agility will allow you to respond to market and
business demands while containing costs.
Optimize your business and IT performance. Boost worker
productivity by regularly assessing network, cloud, and app
performance, configuration choice, and service levels and adjust
to achieve the best results. You can create cloud accelerators that
safely and securely deploy resources while dynamically addressing
critical needs. And as you automate more manual management
and operational tasks with AIOPs, you can redeploy IT personnel
for other tasks and to learn new skills.
Automate security and compliance. Unisys has a rich history of
securing some of the most digitally demanding environments in the
world—from government and military agencies to multi-national
financial institutions. We can deliver security and compliance
services that span your organization, from cloud estates to endpoint
devices. Automation of policy enforcement, ID authentication, and
vulnerability detection benefit from a centralized, single point of
security control. Periodic or on-demand compliance reviews check
your environment for system flaws and recommend remediation
based on the latest regulatory and security best practices. You are
audit-ready and secure.

To explore how Unisys Cloud and Infrastructure Solutions can help you
enhance and govern your cloud environment, visit us online or contact us.
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